
SHAPED BOXES CREATED ON THE 
SDX AND CM MACHINES 
Hope you enjoyed the first project i created for you back in January, and you were able to 
familiarize yourself with some functions of the machine and encourage you to have a go 
yourself in designing your own tags.  
Well, this month's project is an easily shaped box can be decorated for any occasion using 
the installed embellishment files in the machine. I will show you the basic box shape and you 
can then go ahead and decorated with card stock and embellishments of your choosing. I 
will show you some examples to spark off your imagination. And the beauty of this file is that 
you are only restricted by the size of mat you are using, so they can be small medium or 
large or deep if you swap the sizes of the lid to the bases depths. 
 
So let’s get started by switching on your machine and go to the basic patterns section. 
You are going to need a square, a rectangle and a semi-circle. 
No1, 
So first bring on a square of 4 inches square and place in the centre of your working screen. 
This is going to be your measuring guide for your box. 
Then you are going to need a rectangle 5 inches long by 1 inch deep or 2 inches, you 
choose, as you going to be cutting two of these patterns as a top and a base your  total 
depth of these boxes would be depth would be 2 inches or 4 inches,  
Then you are going to need a semi-circle 2 inches wide and 1 inch tall., 
No2 
So first move your semi-circle to the top of the screen and bring your rectangle underneath 
and align both using the align tool to the right-hand side so the edge of the semi-circle is in 
line on the top edge of the rectangle on the right-hand side. high light the rectangle to go red 
and use the magnify button just nudge the top edge of the rectangle over the bottom edge of 
the semi-circle, you don’t want on the line just a hairsbreadth over the bottom edge of the 
semi-circle. Zoom in to see if it is in place then zoom out and go to your three square button 
and drag the arrows around those two pieces to highlight them and then click on the weld 
button in the edit menu. The screen will ask you if it’s ok, check using the magnify button if 
you are not sure, if all is OK click ok button and the two shapes will weld and can not be 
reversed 
No3. 
Now with these new shape highlighted you going to need four of these for each side of you 
box lid or base., so click on the addition button so you have 4 in total, then move  3 of these 
sides down to the bottom of you screen, leaving one to move into position of your square. 
 So line up the  bottom of the rectangle shape with a semi-circle on top to the top of the 
square and line up both to the right side like before, you can use the alignment tool again, 
and like before move the top of the square a smudge over the  bottom of the rectangle line 
and high light both and weld together, so you have the rectangle shape welded to the square 
with a portion of the rectangle hanging over the square by 1 inch on the left and both edges 
of the semi-circle lined up with the right-hand side of the square.., now click on the angle 
button and turn this welded shape  90 degrees to the right, to show the straight edge once 



again of the square, go down to the bottom of the screen and move another side panel up to 
the same position as before a hair's breadth over the line but this time moving the side panel 
to the right to just fit  and butt up against the over hang  of the previous side panel that is 
now welded on to the square,  You don't want the ride hand side  over lapping the over hang 
you need the smallest of gaps so the blade of the machine can cut between these two 
edges, (another hairsbreadth measurement), use  magnify glass button to check, now the 
bottom of the rectangle is over the edge of the square and not on the line of the square you 
can weld the shape together as before using the three red buttons, drag the arrows around 
the two shapes and click the weld button, check if you are not to sure with the -magnify 
button before you click yes to weld together., Now repeat with the remaining other two sides, 
except the last edge will weld on the left-hand side to the square don't worry about that as 
we have a work around later for that. So now you have a square with four welded shape 
panels to it. 
 Well done i would save the file in the machine before you progress on to phase two. Of the 
box. 
DX/ SDX models 
 The next part all depends on what machine you own, if its the DX you can do the next part 
on the screen as the DX has a scoring mode and a solid line mode in the Borders section of 
the pattern screen.  
But first move you new shape to the bottom of the screen to give room to set your borders or 
you will get a message there is not enough space. Then go back into patterns 
Scroll down the borders section till you come to the dashed line and click on it and set to 5 
inches wide and you need four of these. They will appear in the top left-hand corner of your 
screen. Highlight one of these dashed lines and move it down to the first side panel on the 
square and align it to the straight part of the right-hand side , and two inches down from the 
top of the rounded part of your side panel, Use the grid to help you, , highlight the second 
dash line and move to the bottom of the box and align it one the left-hand side and again two 
inches from the bottom of the box, go to the edit menu and click on the three red squares 
and highlight your box by dragging those arrows around the shape 
 
(DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE REMAINING DASH LINES WILL COME TO USE THOSE IN 
A MIN). 
Group the box and then go to the angle button and turn the box 90 degrees right. And do the 
same thing again for the remaining two dashed lines and group it all together so you can 
move the box around the screen or re size it. Well done thats the hard  part over, now comes 
the fun part decorating the box.  
 
CM MODELS,  
Because the CM models don't have the capacity for a scoring line built into the machine, you 
can do two things, either send your file by WIFI or USB  into Canvas and add those scoring 
lines in Canvas, or the quicker method is to manually fold over the side panels on the little 
cut line that is down the side of the semicircle and crease with a bone folder, You will notice 
that one of the side panels is not cut like the others, just take a pair of scissors and cut down 
that semicircle edge to the fold line you have just created.  
 
GLUEING THE SHAPES AND IDEAS FOR DECORATING THEM. 



PHASE TWO Glueing and ideas for your box 
You are going to need two of these shapes to make the box. So cut these out of your choice 
of card stock., Peel of the mat and  crease on the scoring marks , You will notice that one of 
the sides doesn't have a cut down the side of the semi- circle, just use a knife or a pair of 
scissors and cut down this edge only to the score mark.( You could have made this line on 
the machine by using the solid line in the borders section and move it in to place, but I didn’t 
want to confuse you with all these lines and the other way with scissors is quicker.),  
The glueing part is easy just take one of the shapes and fold those square tabs in onto the 
semicircle and lining them up to the edge on the inside of your box. And glue down with tape 
or wet glue   Go ahead and glue with the second shape, and then place one shape on top of 
the other lining the semicircles opposite to each other 
 
If you wanted a hinged lid, just glue the two semi-circles on the inside of opposing lid and 
base on one side of the box... Or glue the semicircles on the outside of one of the side of the 
box. Depending on what look you go for. 
 
Use contrasting colours for each of the base and lid. Like the MR & MRS box  used shapes 
from the machine  I chose a font from the machine to cut out the MR & MRS in the 
semicircle shape before removing it from the mat and kept the letter shapes to glue on to the 
top of the box with embellishment shapes from the machines library. 
 
Use your pens to draw sentiments to glue in place on your boxes with addition cut out 
shapes like I did with the Just for you pink box. 
 
Use vellum for a different look, even foiling on vellum with your foiling kit of draw on the 
velum with a gold pen. One of the boxes I embossed the vellum after cutting out and before 
gluing together , and used marker pens on the inside to colour in the shapes. Added a 
butterfly from one of the built-in shapes in the machine, but add tiny flower shapes to cut in 
to the wings. 
 
Use foiled card stock, as I did with the Star box, I drew a sentiment on vellum, I cut out a star 
shape in the lid before i removed it from the mat. I could have add cut out stars in the 
semicircle shapes but decided not to.. I cut out more card stock layers of the star in different 
sizes to overlay on the cut out star shape in the lid, The waste of the cut out star shape in 
the lid was glued down on the inside of the base.. The sentiment was glued on the inside of 
the box lid to show through the cut out star shape. 
 
Change the  shape  of the semicircle to a square or a diamond to weld to the side panel cut 
out a different shape with in that shape or to make a frame. 
 
Use the new edit to path feature in off-line Canvas to make curved text to weld to shapes to 
stick on the bow like I did with the 30 birthday box. 
 
Change the sizes of the box by using a deeper side panel before welding to  both squares, 
Or use a smaller depth side panel as the lid, and a deeper side panel for the base to give 
you a taller box,  



 
Have ago in making a rectangle version just make sure you make two long and to short 
sides before welding. 
 
How about boxes with in boxes by just changing the size of your welded shape. Four little 
ones inside a big one. 
Well i think i have given you lots of food for thought in ideas for the boxes, you just now need 
to collate your card stock and start cutting. Don't forget to post your box makes on Ashley's 
website as she always loves to see what you create with the design members makes. 
 
 

Design in Canvas web or off-line. 
 

 
 
Bring on the shapes described on to your working mat in Canvas I HAVE COLOURED 
THEM IN  FOR DISPLAY PURPOSES YOU DON'T HAVE TO. ITS NOT NECESSARY BUT 
IF IT GIVES YOU CONFIDENCE ABOUT WELDING SHAPES TOGETHER GO A HEAD. 



 
If you want a deeper box make the depth of the rectangle deeper not the width by 1 half 
inches or two or three before you weld your semicircle to the top of the rectangle aligning 
both the semi- circle and the rectangle to the right of the rectangle., So you could have a 
deep bottom for the box and a smaller depth for the lid of the box if you desire. 

 
Make sure the bottom edge of the semicircle is a hair's breadth over the top of the rectangle 
( use your arrow keys on the keyboard)so that it can be welded together by highlighting both 
with the pale blue banding box and clicking the weld button. 
 
 



 
Now you want to duplicate this shape so you have 4 of them 

 
Now we are going to place these four shapes around the edge of one of the squares, using 
the angle and the  align buttons. 



 
Use the round circle button on the shape to turn your shape around by holding the left-hand 
mousse over the tiny circle and at the same time click on the shift on your keyboard and 
move the mousse in a circle will turn the shape 45 degree till the desired angle is required., 
repeat to the remaining sides. 

 
So the bottom edges of all the four rectangles should now be overlapping on to the square 
ready for welding all the shapes together. Highlight these shapes by dragging the banding 
box around them and click the weld button. 



 
 
To show you the next step I have changed the colour to transparency 

 
We are now going to put in some cutting lines 1 inch in length on the bottom edge of all the 
four semicircles. 



 
 Make sure they are in line with the right-hand edge of the semi-circle., use the grid of the 
mat to help you place the one-inch lines correctly. 

 
Hight light the shape with a banding box to group all the shapes together. 
 



 
Now we are going to put in the score lines for the box. From the edge of the  small cut line 
you have created using the path tool draw a straight line across to the edge of the box , 
double click to highlight it and change the solid line to a dash line , repeat for the other three 
sides. 

 
You now have a perforated square in the middle of the box, highlight the whole shape and 
group so you can move the shape without disturbing the cut and score lines.. 
Highlight the box again and duplicate it so you now have a top and a bottom( not necessary 
if you are doing different depths for your bow as you would cut these out separately)If 
resizing, highlight both shapes and group and resize and ungroup and rearrange on the mat 
and send it over to your cutting machine by usb or wifi. And cut out from your chosen card 
stock,  take note of directional patterns so it matches after being cut 



You could use the second square as a strength piece for your inside lid  or bottom. Just 
remember to group it all if you are resizing the box…  
Take it off the mat after cutting and drawing  or foiling  etc.  and score the lines that have 
been perforated with a bone folder then glue the square  tabs to the inside of the semicircle 
to create your top and bottom parts of your box.  
 

 
 
So I hope I have covered everything for you . And enjoy embellishing it. And I can't wait to 
see what you do with your version of this box. 
 
More inspiration ideas. 

  
 
 
 
 


